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here.
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knows everything about meand yet takes me in her armswith complete abandonuntil only she remains
Empire of Ash-L R W Lee 2020-05-26 Dangerous magic, a dark god, and ancient secrets. Archaeologist Pellucid Rose discovers THE find of the century when an
earthquake hits her Mycenae, Greece dig. But before she can claim it, a dark, dangerous, and very sexy stranger steps from a swirl of shadows claiming she's loosed a
sphinx on the world by translating an ancient secret on one of the scrolls. What's more, he insists Secret Magic requires her to go with him to capture the ferocious
creature. Against better judgment, Pell teams up with the hot stranger to discover a world of magic where the impossible is reality, crooked mortals hide corrupt
secrets, and mysteries older than myth can kill you. That thought alone makes her heart race, but things get even worse when she discovers he's hiding world-altering
secrets, and only she has what it takes to stop him. Empire of Ash is the first book in the enthralling God of Secrets paranormal romance series. If you like Sarah J.
Maas and Laura Thalassa, you'll adore L. R. W. Lee's vulnerable, intimate, and gritty tale of destined lovers, potent sorcery, and unique ancient myth retellings. Buy
Empire of Ash to dive into a secret affair today!
Passionate Minds-David Bodanis 2006 David Bodanis presents this history of the turbulent love affair that fired the Enlightenment's intellectual revolution.
Inventing Eleanor-Michael R. Evans 2014-09-25 Eleanor of Aquitaine (1124-1204), queen of France and England and mother of two kings, has often been described as
one of the most remarkable women of the Middle Ages. Yet her real achievements have been embellished--and even obscured--by myths that have grown up over eight
centuries. This process began in her own lifetime, as chroniclers reported rumours of her scandalous conduct on crusade, and has continued ever since. She has been
variously viewed as an adulterous queen, a monstrous mother and a jealous murderess, but also as a patron of literature, champion of courtly love and proto-feminist
defender of women's rights. Inventing Eleanor interrogates the myths that have grown up around the figure of Eleanor of Aquitaine and investigates how and why
historians and artists have invented an Eleanor who is very different from the 12th-century queen. The book first considers the medieval primary sources and then
proceeds to trace the post-medieval development of the image of Eleanor, from demonic queen to feminist icon, in historiography and the broader culture.
Israel's Love Affair with God-Jacob Neusner 1993
Love Game-Elizabeth Wilson 2014-05-01 Tennis's gladiatorial beauty, its stylish duelling and fashionable court-wear make it a romantic's dream. Ever since young men
and women first came together to play on vicarage lawns, this most Victorian of games has always had a peculiarly passionate undercurrent - love even makes it into
the scoring system. And passion in other forms - the rivalry of Federer and Nadal, and John McEnroe's legendary angry outbursts. Beyond the romance, tennis has
always been a barometer of the times. French star Suzanne Lenglen was a celebrity trailblazer, Jimmy Connors channelled punk, and Henman Hill is unrecognisable
from the days when the All England Club ostracised working-class Fred Perry - and the great English tennis champion who is now more famous as a leisure clothing
brand than a sportsman. Love Game is the must-have companion for tennis fans during Wimbledon 2015. It tells the story of tennis' journey from upper-middle-class
hobby to global TV spectacle, taking in the innovators and trendsetters, the great players, heroes and iconoclasts, and the politics, class wars and culture clashes of
what could rightfully be called the 'beautiful game'.
Princess in Love-Anna Pasternak 1995
The Hare-Melanie Finn 2021-01-26 "This resilient heroine embodies the evolution of feminism in a male-dominant society, making this a poignant story for our time."
—Emily Park, Booklist starred review "Daring and unputdownable." —Jenny Hollander, Marie Claire The Hare is an affecting portrait of Rosie Monroe, of her resilience
and personal transformation under the pin of the male gaze. Raised to be obedient by a stern grandmother in a blue-collar town in Massachusetts, Rosie accepts a
scholarship to art school in New York City in the 1980s. One morning at a museum, she meets a worldly man twenty years her senior, with access to the upper crust of
New England society. Bennett is dashing, knows that “polo” refers only to ponies, teaches her which direction to spoon soup, and tells of exotic escapades with Truman
Capote and Hunter S. Thompson. Soon, Rosie is living with him on a swanky estate on Connecticut’s Gold Coast, naively in sway to his moral ambivalence. A daughter
— Miranda — is born, just as his current con goes awry forcing them to abscond in the middle of the night to the untamed wilderness of northern Vermont. Almost
immediately, Bennett abandons them in an uninsulated cabin without a car or cash for weeks at a time, so he can tend a teaching job that may or may not exist at an
elite college. Rosie is forced to care for her young daughter alone, and to tackle the stubborn intricacies of the wood stove, snowshoe into town, hunt for wild game,
and forage in the forest. As Rosie and Miranda’s life gradually begins to normalize, Bennett’s schemes turn malevolent, and Rosie must at last confront his twisted
deceptions. Her actions have far-reaching and perilous consequences. An astounding new literary thriller from a celebrated author at the height of her storytelling
prowess, The Hare bravely considers a woman’s inherent sense of obligation – sexual and emotional – to the male hierarchy, and deserves to be part of our conversation
as we reckon with #MeToo and the Brett Kavanaugh Supreme Court confirmation hearing. Rosie Monroe emerges as an authentic, tarnished feminist heroine. "With
The Hare, Melanie Finn has written a powerful story of female perseverance, strength, and resilience. This book has rare qualities: beautiful writing while being
absolutely unputdownable, and I will be pressing it into the hands of every reader I know." —Claire Fuller, author of Bitter Orange, Our Endless Numbered Days, and
Swimming Lessons
Precious and Adored-Lizzie Ehrenhalt 2019 Captivating letters, published in their entirety, that document almost thirty years of love between two women of the Gilded
Age.
Love Life for Every Married Couple-Ed Wheat 1996 This book details the process of rediscovering the joy of marriage through practical counsel involving
communication and an understanding of each other in our sexual make-up.
The Guardian's Virgin Ward-Caitlin Crews 2016-12-01 He was her formidable guardian…and she craved his touch! When domineering Spaniard Izar Agustin was made
guardian to innocent Liliana Girard Brooks, he couldn't have known that the passing years would turn this young girl into an alluring woman begging to be shown the
unconscious desires of her body. For as long as she can remember, Liliana's coolly elusive keeper has haunted her fevered imagination. Hoping to sever the ties that
bind them, she recklessly gives in to one night of sensual abandon, shattering her naive fantasies irrevocably. But the consequences of that night will bind them
together…forever!
Complete Works-Angela (of Foligno) 1993 Angela of Foligno (c. 1248-1309) is one of the most outstanding representatives of the Franciscan and Christian mystical
tradition. Her Book, published here in English for the first time, describes her passionate love affair with the "suffering God-man," and her teachings in the form of
letters and exhortations to her spiritual progeny.
From December to December-pseud MELISANDE 1905
Ike and Kay-James MacManus 2018-06-05 In his latest historical novel Ike and Kay, acclaimed author James MacManus brings to life an unbelievably true and
controversial romance and theÂ poignant characters and personalities that shaped the course of world history.In 1942, Kay Summersby’s life is changed forever when
she is conscripted to drive General Eisenhower on his fact-finding visit to wartime London. Despite Eisenhower’s marriage to Mamie, the pair takes an immediate liking
to each other and he buys Kay a rare wartime luxury: a box of chocolates.So begins a tumultuous relationship that, against all military regulation, sees Kay traveling
with Eisenhower on missions to far-flung places before the final assault on Nazi Germany. The general does dangerously little to conceal his affair with the woman
widely known as “Ike’s shadow,†? and in letters Mamie bemoans his new obsession with “Ireland.†? That does not stop him from using his influence to grant Kay
citizenship and rank in the US army, drawing her closer still when he returns to America. When officials discover Eisenhower’s plans to divorce from his wife they
threaten the fragile but passionate affair, and Kay is forced to take desperate measures to hold onto the man she loves . . .Based on the scandalous true story of General
Eisenhower’s secret World War II love affair, Ike and Kay is a compelling story of love, duty, sacrifice, and heartbreak, set against the backdrop of the most tumultuous
period of the twentieth century.
I Laughed, I Cried, I Loved: A News Analyst's Love Affair with the World-Dorothy Fuldheim 1966
A Lone Star Love Affair-Sara Orwig 2011-07-01 Isabelle Smith isn't surprised—or insulted—that her new boss, Texas tycoon Tony Ryder, doesn't remember her. Their
night of passion was so long ago…. And when he takes over her company, she vows to stay only as long as he never uncovers the truth. But then he does. The man who
always gets his way makes her an offer she can't refuse. Still, Isabelle won't mix business and pleasure without a wedding ring—and Tony isn't a marrying man. Which
means they're both in for the most passionate negotiation of their lives!
Single Woman of a Certain Age-Jane Ganahl 2011-02-09 This timely book assembles a chorus of sophisticated, edgy, and humorous voices on the topic of being
unmarried in one’s prime. Far from being out to pasture, these writers zestily take on the challenges and enjoy the rewards of growing older as a single woman: sex (or
not), occasional loneliness, single motherhood, second careers, menopause, critter comforts, and more. Joyce Maynard (“fifteen years divorced and pushing fifty with a
short stick”) tries online dating, Kathi Kamen Goldmark embraces her newly empty nest, Susan Griffin savors the joys of solo travel, Wendy Merrill dumps a younger
lover to save her self-esteem, Diane Mapes prefers the joys of aunthood over motherhood, Ms. Gonick dates a sexy (if uneducated) cowboy, and Rachel Toor finally finds
the perfect companion — and he has four legs.
We Stand Divided-Daniel Gordis 2019-09-10 From National Jewish Book Award winner and author of Israel, a bold reevaluation of the tensions between American and
Israeli Jews that reinterprets the past and reimagines the future of Jewish life Relations between the American Jewish community and Israel are at an all-time nadir.
Most explanations pin the blame on Israel’s conduct: its handling of the conflict with the Palestinians, its attitude toward non-Orthodox Judaism, and the Jewish state’s
dismissive view of American Jews in general. Others point an accusing finger at American Jews, insisting that in embracing America’s progressive values, many
American Jews have become more sympathetic to Israel’s enemies than they are to the Jewish state. But these explanations, Daniel Gordis argues, miss the real causes
for the divide. Gordis’s new book, We Stand Divided: The Rift Between American Jews and Israel, examines the history of the troubled relationship, showing that from
the very outset—even before the state of Israel was created—the two communities’ dreams for a Jewish future had little in common. American Jews and Israelis built
their respective communities to embrace different opportunities and in response to different challenges. Over decades, two radically diverging visions of Jewish life
emerged. Thus, Gordis argues, as a first step to healing the breach, the two communities must acknowledge and discuss their profoundly different purposes and moral
commitments. Only then can they forge a path forward, together.
What's Love Got To Do With It?-Scott Zarcinas 2010 The third ebook serialized from Your Natural State of Being continues the journey of personal-effectiveness that
began with What Am I Doing With My Life? and Pleasure & Pain. What's Love Got To Do With It? now takes us through a journey of love. What is it? Is it real or an
illusion of our chemical makeup? Is it a cause or an effect? The light at the end of the tunnel draws ever nearer as Dr. Scott Zarcinas guides us out of the darkness to
the realities of Light, Life and Love.
Love is a Fire-Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee 2000 The work of The Golden Sufi Center is to make available the teachings of the Sufi path. Based on live talks and meetings
with Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee, this is an introduction to the passion and wisdom of the Sufi path of love. The call of the heart and how it draws us back to divine union is
one of mankind's greatest secrets, and for the Sufi, this love is a fire that burns away all traces of separation. Vaughan-Lee teaches how to live this burning and
describes stages of the path of love on the soul's journey home. Love Is a Fire includes descriptions of the "friends of God," early Sufi saints who burned with the fire of
divine love, including Rumi, Ibn 'Arabi, and Rabi'a. It also introduces elements of the path and important tools that purify the wayfarer: tauba, the moment of the
turning of the heart when the soul remembers its divine origin; dhikr, the central Sufi practice of remembrance of God through repetition of the name of God or a
sacred phrase; meditation, a way of drowning thoughts in the fire of love; and dreamwork, a way of listening and attuning to the mystery of what is hidden within
us—the stories of our deeper selves.
Hosea, Amos, Micah-Gary V. Smith 2011-10-11 Scratch beneath the surface of today’s culture and you’ll find we’re not so different from ancient Israel. True, our
sophistication, mobility, and technology eclipse anything the Israelites could have imagined. Our worship is far different, to say nothing of our language and customs.
Yet if the prophets Hosea, Amos, and Micah were to visit us today, we might be shocked to see how little their messages would differ from the ones they delivered
2,800 years ago. For human hearts are still the same--and so is God. Injustice, oppression, and political corruption anger him as much as ever. Apostasy still grieves
him. His judgment of sin remains as fierce as his love is strong. And the hope God extends to those who turn toward him is as brilliant now as at any time in history.
Revealing the links between Israel eight centuries B.C. and our own times, Gary V. Smith shows how the prophetic writings of Hosea, Amos, and Micah speak to us
today with relevance and conviction.

A Passionate Love Affair with a Total Stranger-Lucy Robinson 2014 Charley Lambert has worked hard at creating a perfect life. She has an aspirational flat, a job of
international significance, and a very good pair of legs. Best of all, her boss has asked her out after seven years' hard flirting and a covert fumble in a mop cupboard.
But then she breaks her leg in two places, watches her boss propose to someone else, and - horror - is forced to hand over her job to her nasty deputy. Dangerously
bored, she starts helping people who are talentless at internet dating. Then William arrives in her inbox and rocks her world. Helpless, she watches herself fall in love
with him, and discovers she's not who she thought she was. But can she turn her back on her old life - all for a total stranger?
Lifelong Love Affair-Jimmy Evans 2012-09-01 God didn't create marriage to frustrate us, test us, or to make us feel unworthy or inadequate. He created marriage to be
the most fulfilling and sacred of all human covenants. It was designed to be passionate and rewarding and to meet our deepest needs and desires. And it was meant to
last a lifetime. So how do you build an indestructible marriage that is filled with passion, purpose, and excitement? In Lifelong Love Affair, Jimmy Evans shows couples
how to embrace God's dream for their marriage, cultivate romance and fun, and fulfill each other's spiritual, emotional, and sexual needs. With more marriages today
ending in divorces than ever before, and more young people cohabiting rather than getting married, the message of this book is sorely needed. Any married couple and
anyone considering marriage will find Lifelong Love Affair an essential tool they will turn to again and again for inspiration and strength. Foreword by Drs. Les and
Leslie Parrott.
A Passionate Love Affair Between a Servant and a Master-Kimberly C. G. Jones 2001-10-01 For personal caregivers of the elderly, this handbook will assist in giving
resources to provide information relative to caregiving of the elderly. The time in which one lives affects attitudes, yours and those of others toward old age. Space is
also provided in the back of the book for caregivers to include their personal information.
Passionate Minds-David Bodanis 2009-01-21 It was 1733 when the poet and philosopher Voltaire met Emilie du Châtelet, a beguiling—and married—aristocrat who
would one day popularize Newton’s arcane ideas and pave the way for Einstein’s theories. In an era when women were rarely permitted any serious schooling, this
twenty-seven-year-old’s nimble conversation and unusual brilliance led Voltaire, then in his late thirties, to wonder, “Why did you only reach me so late?” They fell
immediately and passionately in love.Through the prism of their tumultuous fifteen-year relationship we see the crumbling of an ancient social order and the birth of
the Enlightenment. Together the two lovers rebuilt a dilapidated and isolated rural chateau at Cirey where they conducted scientific experiments, entertained many of
the leading thinkers of the burgeoning scientific revolution, and developed radical ideas about the monarchy, the nature of free will, the subordination of women, and
the separation of church and state. But their time together was filled with far more than reading and intellectual conversation. There were frantic gallopings across
France, sword fights in front of besieged German fortresses, and a deadly burning of Voltaire’s books by the public executioner at the base of the grand stairwell of the
Palais de Justice in Paris. The pair survived court intrigues at Versailles, narrow escapes from agents of the king, a covert mission to the idyllic lakeside retreat of
Frederick the Great of Prussia, forays to the royal gambling tables (where Emilie put her mathematical acumen to lucrative use), and intense affairs that bent but did
not break their bond.Along with its riveting portrait of Voltaire as a vulnerable romantic, Passionate Minds at last does justice to the supremely unconventional life and
remarkable achievements of Emilie du Châtelet—including her work on the science of fire and the nature of light. Long overlooked, her story tells us much about
women’s lives at the time of the Enlightenment. Equally important, it demonstrates how this graceful, quick-witted, and attractive woman worked out the concepts that
would lead directly to the “squared” part of Einstein’s revolutionary equation: E=mc2.Based on a rich array of personal letters, as well as writings from houseguests,
neighbors, scientists, and even police reports, Passionate Minds is both panoramic and intimate in feeling. It is an unforgettable love story and a vivid rendering of the
birth of modern ideas.
The English Love Affair with Nature-Ian Alexander 2015-03-14 We English, supposedly cold and unemotional, are helplessly in love with nature. We fell in love two
hundred years ago and, since then, have been on a wild roller-coaster ride through escapism, romanticism, art, animal cruelty, conservation, birdwatching, the back-tonature movement and much more. Today we live with pets, gardening, wildlife documentaries and smartphone apps. The English Love Affair with Nature tells the story
of this extraordinarily long, tangled and passionate romance, how we fell in love, and why we are still mad about nature.
Hollywood Lights, Nashville Nights-Victoria Hallman “There is no one on this green earth who could better tell the tales of Hollywood Lights, Nashville Nights than
Victoria Hallman and Diana Goodman. And, oh, the tales they can tell! There they were, right in the middle of it all, falling in and out of love with the biggest names in
show business. They were given a front row seat to the greatest show on earth, Hollywood, Vegas and Nashville, and were surrounded by some of the most brilliant
talent we have ever known. Fasten your seat belts – Hollywood Lights, Nashville Nights will be a bumpy, fun-time ride for all.” – Robert Hicks New York Times bestselling author of The Widow of the South Editor of A Guitar and a Pen “Hee Haw was all about friends and family having a great time and laughing together – both on
the set and with everyone watching at home. One big family! Some of the relationships formed while making that show will last forever. Victoria Hallman is one of
those people – my forever friend. I think so much of her because she cares about people. I know she cares about my family and me. I know that she would be there for
me if I needed her. As special as she makes me feel, I know she does this for everyone, because she’s just that kind of person.” – Irlene Mandrell Co-star of Barbara
Mandrell and the Mandrell Sisters Hee Haw Star “My first crushes were the Hee Haw Girls.” – Robert Reynolds, the Mavericks Grammy Winner Country Music
Association Award Winner Academy of Country Music Award Winner
Passionate Love and Popular Cinema-Erica Todd 2013-12-16 This book analyses the romantic drama and the way that passionate love is presented as the central
storyline in popular cinema, drawing upon genre studies and sociology. Exploring the passionate love story as a cinematic form, it also contributes, through
comparison, to research on the romantic comedy.
A Love Affair with Life-Barbara Hyde 2015-01-10 "In this captivating and thought-provoking book, Barbara Hyde gently, and yet with no holds barred, weaves together
engaging stories, arresting observations, and insightful commentary for a compelling look at what keeps us from experiencing the life we desire" --Cover p. [4].
Love Affairs-Richard Taylor Love Affairs: Marriage and Infidelity is an in-depth exploration of the affair and its painful consequences. Taylor crafts an understanding of
why people become involved in extramarital affairs, and offers ways to lessen the marital damage an affair can cause. While exploring the love affair and its potentially
harmful effects, Taylor stresses the importance of marriage, fidelity, and lasting love as the basis for true happiness. He also offers valuable advice for those who find
divorce the only answer open to them.[This] is a contemporary classic, a book I highly recommend to anyone who is married or wants to be. The research is unsettling. .
. . Do not miss this gem. -Judith Logue, Ph.D.The stories told by the survey respondents seem honest, and as a result are the most fascinating reading. -Canadian
Journal of Human SexualityRare is the book which marches down the pike with a thesis as bold as this one. -Houston ChronicleThe book is refreshing for its zestful
discussion of some very important practical problems. . . -Canadian Philosophical ReviewProfessor Taylor asks some important questions, and what he has to say in
conclusion is worth listening to. -Michael PerkinsRichard Taylor (Interlaken, NY) has held professorships in philosophy at Brown University, the graduate faculty of
Columbia University, and the University of Rochester. He is the author of Restoring Pride; Love Affairs: Marriage & Infidelity; and Freedom, Anarchy, and the Law.
The Passionate Bride-Alan Davey 2019-03-25 St. Paul’s Letter to the Ephesians is a bold declaration of love. We were in the ruminations of Abba before the stardust
formed into galaxies and the earth coalesced into its present shape. Indeed, Abba’s dream for his people already existed in those primordial days. Today we have the
opportunity to wake up and embrace his dream with enthusiasm and intentionality. As members of his church, individually and collectively, we want to embrace God’s
desire for a dynamic people infused with his passionate love. The church as the bride of Christ is a powerful metaphor engaging the apostle as he writes his letter.
Paul’s passion becomes ours as we meditate on his words, which evoke spiritual desire. It is in this relationship of love that the central purpose of our lives is found. As
we gratefully receive Christ’s amity, and as his bride returns it, so the entire earth is enflamed with the fires of his love. At the same time, we recognize it is a
mystery—this love between Abba and his church. When we receive and reflect Christ’s overtures of love as a community of faith, a synergy is created and released
through the interconnectedness of our gifts, talents, and zeal. The church contains the spiritual energy of a nuclear explosion, and when it detonates, it releases a
fallout of love, mercy, and compassion, bringing healing to the world and drawing others to the divine presence.
My Love Affair with Modern Art-Katharine Kuh 2012-07 One of America’s leading curators, “a woman of resilience and vision, a writer of clarity and ardor” (Chicago
Tribune), takes you on a personal tour of the world of modern art. In the Depression-era climate of the 1930s, Katharine Kuh defied the odds and opened a gallery in
Chicago, where she exhibited such relatively unknown artists as Fernand Léger, Paul Klee, Joan Miró, Ansel Adams, Marc Chagall, and Alexander Calder. Her
extraordinary story reveals how and why America became a major force in the world of contemporary art.
Passionate Relationship (Mills & Boon Modern) (Penny Jordan Collection)-Penny Jordan 2015-03-19 Penny Jordan needs no introduction as arguably the most
recognisable name writing for Mills & Boon. We have celebrated her wonderful writing with a special collection, many of which for the first time in eBook format and
all available right now.
A Passionate Affair-Anne Mather 2014-08-15 "He's quite famous—and notorious." Cassandra had been warned, and she didn't care. After enduring a disastrous
marriage she was now ready for an affair with no strings attached. But Jay Ravek was not like any man she'd known before. He was a totally new experience, and
quickly she realized she wanted much more than a casual relationship. If she was foolish enough to put her heart in his keeping she might never recover. Better for her
to run now than to suffer the inevitable anguish.
A Passionate Love-Delaney Diamond 2016-08-26
The Mating Manual-Elizabeth Schneps Aloni 2005-03 Relationship Coach, Elizabeth Schneps Aloni provides a step-by-step guide to finding the love you want. Are you
ready to find the love of your life? Do you want to create opportunities for love wherever you go? Do you want to create an environment so love can just walk right in?
Are you ready to feel fulfilled and actually enjoy the dating process? If you said yes to any of these questions then The Mating Manual is for you. Written with humor
and honesty, The Mating Manual, provides you with the answers on how to create fulfilling relationships and find the love of your life. If you are ready for the love that
has evaded you in the past, then The Mating Manual is for you. You have all the tools, you just need The Manual. The Mating Manual is a dating and relationship book
like no other. It is not about rules or tricks or games. It is about being real and authentic. It is about dating and loving it; using the dating journey as a valuable
opportunity to know and honor yourself deeply. Through this book you will be able to look at your dating and relationships as a powerful learning experience rather
then as a frustrating means to some end. How cool is that? VERY! Now read on
Austin and Mabel-Polly Longsworth 1999 A true tale of illicit love in the era of Emily Dickinson. The author adds her own annotations to correspondence, journals,
diaries and the observations of the protagonists' peers, to paint a detailed picture of social and sexual mores in 19th-century America.
The Cambridge Companion to the Arthurian Legend-Elizabeth Archibald 2009-09-10 Covers the evolution of the legend over time and analyses the major themes that
have emerged.
Love is where it Falls-Simon Callow 1999 Reached no. 7 in Amazon Bestsellers list. "The best theatrical memoir of our day" -Sunday Times
Love Affair to Remember-Jennifer Skully 2018-11-23 What if one night ruined your whole life? In one sizzling night of forbidden passion, Gloria King set fire to her
comfortable life and watched it be consumed in the conflagration. The man who lit the match—Parker Hunt. And now Parker is back. More than five years have passed
since Parker has seen Gloria, but the passion between them is undeniable. And he’ll do anything to have a new chance to get it right, if only he can convince Gloria to
trust her heart. Gloria has pieced her life back together after their forbidden night. But Parker is still the only man in the world with whom Gloria can never look for
happiness, no matter how badly she might want it. If only she could resist his magnetism, forget the delicious taste of his kiss and the sweetness of his caress… Can a
single night of passion born in shame become a lifetime of love? Anything can happen after office hours… From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author,
Jennifer Skully, “Love Affair to Remember”, Book 2 of the Love After Office series, is a standalone sexy, contemporary office romance. REVIEWS FOR THE AUTHOR’S
NOVELS “An erotic, emotional adventure of discovery you don’t want to miss.” Lora Leigh, New York Times bestselling author “Super sexy...” Bella Andre, author of
The Sullivans series “Kudos … and please continue to turn up the heat!!!” When Pen Met Paper Reviews “Incredibly moving and utterly sensual!” Reader to Reader
Reviews “Characters [that] grab you by the throat and won’t let go.” Romance Junkies “knows how to get your pulse racing and your temperature rising!” Romance
Reader at Heart
Gifts with No Giver: A Love Affair with the Truth-Nirmala 2010-01-16 Sample poem:I have fallen in love with truthI only want to be with herI can not stand to be apartI
would gladly go to the ends of the earthor I would never again move from this spotjust to be sure to inhale her fragrant perfumewith my dying breathI have fallen in
love with truthher every wish my commandI simply must obeyfor she has captured my souland taken complete controlof even my innermost thoughtsfreeing me to find
repose in her unadorned splendorI have fallen in love with truthwith exquisite tenderness she shows methe perfection in my every flawno need for pretensefor she
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